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“Sticks and stones may break my 
bones, but names will never hurt 
me.”
May apply to physical harm but 
not to your online reputation! 



Why the Concern with ORM?
§Dissatisfied patients comments may remain 
on the Internet forever
§What has taken years to build can be      

destroyed in a mouse click



Objectives

Ø What is online reputation management
Ø Why is reputation management important
Ø How can you control your online

reputation



What is 

ORM is the art and skill of making your 
name and your Practice look the BEST 
on the Internet!



Reputation: Two Examples



Acquiring Positive Reviews
ØAsk satisfied patients to write a review

on your behalf
… Make it easy for them!



Make It Easy For Patients To Comment Online



Sample reviewsOutcomesHealth.com: Kiosks in Exam Room



Sample reviews





Check your reviews

• Google Places
• Yahoo Local
• Bing

• Yelp
• Healthgrades
• CitySearch
• Insider Pages



Yelp.com



Avoid ORM Firms
ORM firms emailing or calling their sales pitch to 
doctors within minutes of a negative complaint 
being posted online

They use high-pressure sales tactics and make 
promises they cannot deliver



Managing Negative Reviews
Don’t wait for a negative review to show 
up before soliciting positive reviews!



It only takes one bad review to ruin a reputation



Healthgrades.com









“Google recommends that businesses (practices) can 
reduce the visibility of negative content by publishing 
useful, positive information”

WSJ, Angus Loten, 9\2017

Negative Reviews-Be Proactive



A “FYI” From a Patient



My Response
“I am so very sorry about the delay in the office a few days ago. I don't know 
what happened that day but it was most likely overbooking because I was 
leaving to go out of town for my daughter's graduation.

I am very sorry that that happened and I can assure you that is not our usual 
way that we care for patients. I can promise you it won't happen 
again. Also, I appreciate your letting me know what happened so we can 
solve the problem so that it won't affect you or others in the future.

Finally, very impressed that you are using E-mail to communicate with 
friends, family, students, and, of course, your doctor!”

Dr. Neil Baum



Negative Reviews
Can only remove negative review when hate speech 
is used 

or
Reviewer did not have the negative experience 
they’re writing about



Bottom Line on Negative 
Reviews

You must balance a negative review with dozens of 
positive reviews

Negative
Positive



Do I/We need to do all this “stuff”?



If your reputation is important, then you 
must be proactive about protecting it!



Do You Need All this Stuff? Here’s Your Answer



THM on ORM
In real estate the mantra for success is: 

location, location, location



For Success in Modern Healthcare

Now say it 3 times!



2 Excellent Resources J



For a copy of my article on ORM

doctorwhiz@gmail.com


